Motion extrapolation in the flash-lag effect depends on perceived, rather than physical speed
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Introduction & Methods

- The visual system may compensate for neural delays using motion extrapolation, whose mechanism could also underlie the flash-lag effect (FLE)1.
- Motion extrapolation mechanisms predict an object’s position based on a neural representation of its previous trajectory, including velocity.
- The magnitude of the FLE should depend on the perceived speed2 of the moving object, which may differ from its physical speed.
- Other explanations of the FLE do not rely on an explicit representation of velocity.
- Does the magnitude of the FLE modulate with illusory changes in perceived speed? If FLE depends on perceived speed, then faster perceived speed -> greater FLE magnitude. If FLE does not depend on perceived speed, then no change in FLE magnitude.

- Experimental manipulations:
  - Temporal noise3 (static noise versus dynamic noise pattern)
  - Luminance contrast4 (high contrast 100% versus low contrast 10%)

- Experimental paradigm:
  - A Flash-lag task
    - Primary stimulus: 850, 1000, or 1150ms
    - Target stimulus flashes: 15ms
    - Reference stimulus: 1500, 1750, or 2000ms
    - “Which is ahead?” Response: Up to 5000ms
  - B Speed-matching task
    - Primary stimulus: 850, 1000, or 1150ms
    - Test (primary) stimulus: 1500, 1750, or 2000ms
    - “Which is faster?” Response: Up to 5000ms

- Observers viewed the wedge stimulus on a rotational trajectory at a constant speed of 200°/s.
- We estimated the point of subjective equality (PSE) to quantify the perceived flash-lag and perceived speed for each condition.

Results

Experiment 1

A Perceived flash-lag (n=76)

B Perceived speed (n=68)

Experiment 2

A Perceived flash-lag (n=7)

B Perceived speed (n=7)

Conclusions

- We show for both manipulations, differences in perceived speed corresponded to differences in FLE magnitude: both perceived speed and perceived flash-lag increased when the wedge contained dynamic noise relative to static noise, and when it was presented in low relative to high contrast. This effect was qualitatively similar across different textures.
- These results indicate that the differences in the FLE magnitude may be explained by differences in perceived speed.
- This is consistent with motion extrapolation, which suggests that the FLE depends on an explicit neural representation of velocity.
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